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BNORMALITY or malfunctions in vestibular system can make people feel dizziness and some troubles in one’s daily life. 

In normal cases, vestibular stimulation makes fast and slow eye movements; in case with some diseases in the vestibular 

system, these reflex movements of eye don't appears. The vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) test is a method to diagnose the 

normality of vestibular functions by checking the eye movements with vestibular stimulation. 

 

The alexander's law means that the speed of eye movement (nystagmus) increases when the eye gazes in the direction of the fast 

eye movement phase of the saccade. This phenomenon is known that the neural integrator in the nervous system makes this law. 

So, some data with a specific vestibular stimulation fulfill the alexander's law, and then this method stimulates the peripheral 

vestibular system or, at least former site of the neural integrator. 

General vestibular stimulation methods with VOR tests are usually rotation, caloric and galvanic stimuli(GVS). In these 

stimulations, it is clear that the caloric stimulation directly stimulates the semicircular canals in the peripheral vestibular organ, 

so the data with the caloric stimulus satisfies the alexander's law obviously. 

In case with GVS, the electrical current is known to stimulate the semicircular canals in the peripheral vestibular organ, but it 

may stimulates some more central sites also, like some site of the central nervous system. In this paper, we propose that the 

GVS method, comparing with the data with caloric stimulation, stimulates some central parts of the vestibular system by 

showing whether the GVS data satisfy the alexander's law. 

In this study, a caloric stimulator, a galvanic vestibular stimulator and a video-nystagmus measurement system are used to get 

data and the data are acquired by one normal subject on different days between caloric stimulation and GVS stimulation. In our 

experiments, caloric and GVS stimulations were intended to the right-directional nystagmus. 

The angular speeds of the slow-phase eye movements are measured with eye gaze positions of central position, 10=, 20= and 30= 

positions under caloric stimulation and GVS, and compared data with these two stimulations. 

In caloric data, the angular velocity of the slow-phase eye movements are 3.55=/s(primary position), 3.72=/s(10= position), 

3.76=/s(20= position) and 4.58=/s(30= position). In contrast, the GVS data don't follow the alexander's law. The angular velocity 

of the slow-phase eye movement with GVS method are 1.52=/s(primary), 1.00=/s(10=), 1.26=/s(20=) and 1.26=/s(30=). 

These results may show that the data with caloric stimulation agree with the Alexander’s Law, but the data with GVS data don’t 

agree with the Alexander’s law. It means that the electrical current through GVS method stimulates not only peripheral 

vestibular organ but also some other sites regardless of the Alexander’s law.  
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